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Abstract— This paper demonstrates direct detection of weak
signals at microwave frequencies based on parametric frequency conversion. The atomic medium is optically pumped
by a resonant light field and prepared in a coherent atomic
superposition by a weak microwave field. The coherent atomic
superposition causes a parametric modulation of the polarization
of a probe light field at the microwave field frequency. An upper
limit magnetic field component sensitivity of 1.2(1.0) pT/Hz1/2 ,
corresponding to 3.7(3.1)-µV/cm/Hz1/2 electric field component
sensitivity, is achieved at ∼6.835 GHz with a 33-mm3 vapor cell.
Index Terms— Atomic magnetometer, microwave detection,
parametric resonance

I. I NTRODUCTION

S

OME of the most sensitive sensors of physical quantities are based on atomic spectroscopy. Examples are
devices measuring time (atomic clocks), magnetic field
(atomic magnetometers), and electric field (Rydberg atoms
sensors). Atomic clock accuracies reach 18 digits of precision [1]–[3], enabled through sensitive probing of atomic
transitions. Atomic magnetometers have demonstrated subfemtotesla sensitivities measuring both dc [4] and radio frequency (RF) magnetic field amplitudes [5]. Sensors based
on Rydberg atoms reach electric field component sensitivities
of ∼3 μV/cm/Hz1/2 at microwave (GHz) frequencies, with
sensitivity projected to reach ∼pV/cm/Hz1/2 [6].
The extremely high sensitivity to electric fields of Rydberg
atoms makes them the natural choice for measurement and
calibration of weak ac electric signals [7], [8] as well
as imaging with sub-wavelength resolution [9]–[11]. Sensors detecting the magnetic component of a microwave signal have also been investigated for detection and imaging
[12]–[19]. Typically, these sensors are based on microwaveoptical double resonance (ODR) in alkali atoms [20]. The
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accuracy of the microwave power measurement is SI-traceable
using the atomic candle method [21]. The sensors measure
either a Rabi frequency (values range from ×100 Hz [19] to
×10 kHz [13], [17]) or a Rabi resonance [12], [18]. Microwave
frequency sensitivity and tunability is achieved by placing the
atoms in a strong bias static magnetic field. The inhomogeneity
and noise of the strong bias field lead to resonance broadening
that reaches megahertz levels [16].
For reference, the ac magnetic field component sensitivity,
equivalent to 1 μV/cm/Hz1/2 , is 0.33 pT/Hz1/2. This level has
been exceeded at frequencies below 1 MHz using RF atomic
magnetometers [22]. This paper shows that it is possible to
configure a setup based on an alkali atom buffer gas vapor
cell as a sensor that allows magnetic-component microwave
field sensitivities at the 1-pT/Hz1/2 level (corresponding to
∼3 μV/cm/Hz1/2 ) to be reached with a direct magneticcomponent optical detection of a microwave signal amplitude.
This configuration based on a parametric frequency conversion
process has been previously studied [23], [24]. The configuration can be considered the microwave-frequency equivalent
of the RF atomic magnetometer [22], with the microwavefrequency magnetic field exciting transitions between the
hyperfine ground components of an alkali atom, the same way
an RF magnetic field excites transitions between the Zeeman
states of the same ground state component in an RF atomic
magnetometer. The microwave signal is encoded on a property
of a probe optical field (in this paper, a probe laser light
polarization) that is converted to an electric signal after the
state of polarization is analyzed.
The detected signal is at the microwave frequency, providing
a coherent microwave phase information that is transferred
to the optical domain. Such information is inaccessible using
ODR [16] or Rydberg atom spectroscopy based on the splitting
of electromagnetically induced transparency resonance [6],
since these methods are only sensitive to the power of the
microwave field. Coherent microwave-to-optical conversion in
cold Rydberg atoms through six-wave mixing has also been
demonstrated, but the setup requires laser cooling [25], [26].
The use of a buffer gas vapor cell for microwave signal
detection offers several advantages. The experimental setup is
simple, as no laser cooling is necessary. The laser linewidth
requirements are relaxed since all optical transitions are
frequency-broadened due to buffer gas-induced collisions. The
sensor developed in this paper is small, simple, and attractive for non-conductive weak microwave signal detection [6],
[7] and near-field imaging applications [9], [10], [13], [27].
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Fig. 1.
(A) 87 Rb energy diagram (not to scale). (B) Diagram of an
RF atomic magnetometer for the detection of weak resonant RF magnetic
fields. (C) Diagram for direct detection of weak microwave signals. (D) and
(E) Relevant atomic ground states involved in the process of field measurement
and their energy/frequency splitting (not to scale) related to (B) and (C).
The relevant stretched atomic states are shown with thicker horizontal lines.
(F) Experimental setup for direct microwave field detection: PBS—polarizing
beam splitter, dc-PD—low-frequency photodiode, μw-PD—fast photodiode,
and μw-Ampl—microwave amplifier. The multi-order waveplate keeps the
780-nm probe light linearly polarized and converts the polarization of the
795-nm pump light to circular σ + . The bias magnetic field B0 is oriented
along the light direction of propagation.

Additionally, because of the direct amplitude detection of
the microwave signal, the sensor can be used for communications [28], [29] with modulation schemes that include
phase modulation, without the need for laser cooling. Finally,
the sensor can be used as a low-power microwave-to-optical
converter [26] or a microwave polarization modulator [30].
II. M ICROWAVE C OHERENCE D ETECTION
Fig. 1(A) shows a simplified energy diagram of the 87 Rb
atom and its atomic structure relevant to this paper. The
atomic ground state has two hyperfine structure components
separated by ∼6.8 GHz [31]. The two lowest lying excited
states 5 p 2 P1/2 and 5 p 2 P3/2 can be excited from the
ground state 5s 2 S1/2 using resonant light. In this experiment,
the 5s 2 S1/2 → 5 p 2 P1/2 transition (D1 transition at 795 nm)
is used for optical pumping. The 5s 2 S1/2 → 5 p 2 P3/2
transition (D2 transition at 780 nm) is used for detection of
the atomic ground state polarization using polarization rotation
measurement of an off-resonant (detuned) probe optical field.
The use of independent light fields allows separate optimization of the optical pumping and detection processes.
Fig. 1(D) and (E) shows two relevant atomic ground state
diagrams for magnetic field component detection based on
optical pumping in a 87 Rb atom buffer gas cell. In the presence
of a static magnetic field B0 (defining the atomic quantization
axis), the energies of the atomic states belonging to the given
ground state components are no longer degenerate.
Fig. 1(B) and (D) shows the detection scheme for measuring RF magnetic fields using a generic RF atomic

magnetometer [22]. The RF magnetometer detects RF magnetic field signals that have a frequency within the resonant
bandwidth of the magnetometer that is centered at the Larmor
frequency ω L = γ × B0 . In the absence of a resonant magnetic signal, the ground state atomic polarization is oriented
along the magnetic field B0 (and the quantization axis)—for
example, by a σ + circularly polarized pump light field (not
shown). The atoms are in a maximally stretched atomic state,
for example, the F = I + 1/2, m I +1/2 = +F atomic state of
the ground state component F that is shown with a long red
arrow. Here, F is the total angular momentum and I is the
nuclear spin. The orbital angular momentum of the alkali atom
ground state, J = 1/2, has been considered. When a resonant
RF magnetic signal is present, it drives atomic transitions
that lead to atomic polarization in the plane orthogonal to
the quantization field direction, shown with a short green
arrow. The atomic polarization amplitude is a function of the
microwave field amplitude. The atomic polarization precesses
at the atomic transition frequency in the plane perpendicular
to the direction of B0 , as shown by a short green arrow. Its
rotation around the direction of B0 is shown with a dashed
arc. The precessing atomic polarization leads to polarization
rotation of the probe light field through the Faraday effect [32].
Fig. 1(C) and (E) shows the detection scheme for measuring
microwave-frequency magnetic fields and is the subject of
this paper. Initially, the atoms are optically pumped into a
maximally stretched state of one of the ground state components, for example, in the F = I + 1/2, m I +1/2 = +F
atomic level, shown with a long red arrow, by a σ + circularly
polarized pump light field (not shown). The interaction with
the resonant microwave field prepares the atoms in a coherent
hyperfine superposition (or coherence) of the two maximally
stretched ground states F = I + 1/2, m I +1/2 = +F and
F = I − 1/2, m I −1/2 = +F (the latter shown with a
short green arrow) along the direction of B0 . As in the
case of Fig. 1(B), the transition probability is a function of
the microwave amplitude (continuous-wave (CW) regime) or
the microwave pulse area (pulsed regime). Since all other
atomic transitions are detuned from resonance, the microwave
transition |2, +2 → |1, +1 can be considered a two-level
system that will exhibit Rabi oscillations as a function of the
microwave amplitude or pulse area.
If we ignore the nonlinear Zeeman effect, the atomic
hyperfine coherence will oscillate at a frequency ω = ωHFS +
(m I +1/2 + m I −1/2 )γ × B with ωHFS = 2πν0 , the angular frequency corresponding to the unperturbed ground state
hyperfine frequency interval ν0 , shown in Fig. 1(E) with a
dashed arrow. The oscillating hyperfine coherence is related
to the susceptibility of the atomic medium and will affect the
properties of a light field propagating through it [33]. Here,
a probe light field is considered with optical frequency that
is far-detuned from a given atomic transition that involves
the atomic ground state and its coherences. The detuning is
large compared to the atomic hyperfine structure frequency
interval of both the excited and the ground states and the
pressure-broadened linewidth of the optical atomic transition.
The magnitude of the polarization rotation of such light field
will depend on the field’s frequency detuning from the atomic
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transition and will be modulated at the atomic frequency ω
due to the presence of hyperfine coherences created by the
microwave field. The process can be described as a parametric
frequency conversion with the coherently prepared medium
generating optical sidebands of the probe light field that are
orthogonally polarized with respect to the carrier [33]. An
intuitive interpretation of the process is that atoms aligned in
the stretched state of either the F = 2 or F = 1 ground
state components will cause different angles of the probe
field polarization rotation. A coherent superposition of these
stretched states will thus lead to a polarization rotation angle
that oscillates at the frequency of the hyperfine coherence due
to the Faraday effect [32].
Direct detection of an atomic superposition of states belonging to different ground state components in alkali atoms
was performed more than 50 years ago [23], [24]. These
works showed that the presence of coherently prepared atomic
medium modulated the properties of a weak beam passing through it through a parametric frequency conversion
process [33], [34]. Almost at the same time, it was suggested
that the high atomic sensitivity to microwave fields could
be used for the detection of weak microwave signals, with
the atoms acting as a microwave-to-optical converter with a
noise floor limited by the optical detection of the microwavefrequency modulation of the light [35]. The microwave detection scheme [Fig. 1(B)] used in this paper is closely related to
these proof-of-principle experiments. It is also related to ODR
measurements used in optically pumped microwave atomic
clocks [20], to coherent population trapping (CPT)-based
microwave clocks with polarization detection [36], [37], and to
hyperfine atomic magnetometers and gradiometers [38]–[40].
In the ODR resonance case, the atoms are optically pumped
in a chosen atomic state (for example, the stretched F = I +
1/2, m I +1/2 = +F atomic state) by a circularly polarized light
field tuned in the vicinity of an atomic transition that leads to
reduced pump light absorption. When a resonant microwave
field is applied, it transfers the atomic population to atomic
levels that increase the pump light absorption [20], [38], [39].
The same change in the pump light absorption takes place in
the detection scheme shown in Fig. 1(C) and is used in this
paper for ODR detection of microwave signals.
III. E XPERIMENTAL S ETUP
The experimental configuration for microwave magnetic
detection is shown in Fig. 1(F). The setup is based on
an enriched 87 Rb buffer gas cell described in [41]. The
cylindrical cell (inner diameter D ∼ 3.3 mm and length
L ∼ 3.8 mm, respectively) is filled with 66.7(1.3) kPa
(500(10) torr) nitrogen acting as buffer gas and heated to
∼90 ◦ C (363 K) with a non-magnetic heater. The cell is
placed inside a cylindrical magnetic shield chamber with one
end left open. A linearly polarized CW probe beam with
780.117(1)-nm wavelength in vacuum, 14.20(1)-mW optical
power, and ∼3-mm flat-top diameter propagates along the
axis of the vapor cell. The probe beam is blue-detuned
by 64.8(0.5) GHz from the pressure-broadened D2 atomic
transition in 87 Rb [see Fig. 1(A)] [42], [43]. The probe
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detuning is significantly larger than the pressure-broadened
D2 transition [10.9(0.5) GHz] [43], the ground state hyperfine
structure interval (∼6.8 GHz) [31], and the excited-state hyperfine structure frequency interval (∼0.5 GHz) [42]. The large
detuning does not affect the magnetic resonance significantly,
since the resonance broadening measured using ODR does not
show a significant linewidth contribution from the probe laser.
A circularly polarized CW pump beam with 794.990(1)-nm
wavelength in vacuum, 1.30(1)-mW optical power, and
∼3-mm flat-top diameter also propagates along the axis of
the vapor cell and prepares the atoms in the |2, +2 stretched
state. The pump beam is resonant (detuning of −0.2(5) GHz)
with the pressure-broadened D1 atomic transition in 87 Rb [see
Fig. 1(A)] [43], [44]. The D1 atomic transition’s pressure
broadening exceeds the ground state hyperfine interval, ensuring the effectiveness of the stretched state optical pumping
process. A longitudinal field B0 is applied along the direction
of both laser beams.
The pump beam can be detected after the cell using a flip
mirror and a slow-response photodetector (dc-PD, Thorlabs
PDA 36A [45]). During the pump beam detection, the probe
light is blocked before the vapor cell. The total pump optical
power reaching the dc-PD photodetector is 0.45(1) mW. The
dc-PD output is sent to a lock-in amplifier for phase-sensitive
ODR detection.
For direct optical detection of the microwave signal,
the probe beam is sent through a polarimeter—a high-quality
Glan-Thomson polarizer oriented at 45(1)° with respect to
the linear polarization of the probe beam. The probe light at
the first polarimeter output is focused on a fast photodetector
(Newport model 818-88-45 [45]) that detects the modulation
of the probe optical power transmitted through the polarimeter
resulting from its polarization rotation. This process can also
be described in terms of parametric frequency conversion with
the polarimeter allowing the detection of the optical beat
note between the probe beam carrier and the orthogonally
polarized sidebands generated by the coherently driven atomic
medium [34]. The light of the second polarimeter output is
discarded. The total probe optical power focused on the fast
photodetector is 3.90(1) mW. The photodetector output in the
vicinity of 6.8 GHz is sent to a spectrum analyzer (Agilent
E4407B [45]) after amplification with a microwave amplifier
(Minicircuits ZRON-8G+ [45]).
The polarimeter optical output is also used to perform
detection of the time-averaged polarization rotation of the
probe beam using a balanced photodetector (Newport Nirvana
2007 [45], 125-kHz bandwidth, not shown in Fig. 1). For the
balanced detection measurements, the pump light is filtered
out using a bandpass optical filter (Thorlabs FL05780-10 [45]).
The balanced polarimeter measurements are discussed in the
following in the context of ODR resonance measurements.
A microwave signal at a frequency in the vicinity of 6.8 GHz
is sent to a small non-magnetic single-loop microwave antenna
(∼1.5 mm radius) positioned inside the magnetic shield,
16(1) mm away from the vapor cell. The signal is generated by
a signal generator (HP 83 742 B [45]) frequency-referenced by
the spectrum analyzer, allowing us to compare the generated
and detected signal frequencies precisely. The plane of the
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Fig. 2. Pump light absorption as a function of the microwave frequency
detuning from the carrier frequency. (A) Carrier frequency 6.834970 GHz
(red, σ + symbol). (B) Carrier frequency 6.834814 GHz (blue, σ − symbol).
The signal generator output power was −13.0(1.0) dBm.

antenna is parallel to the direction of the bias magnetic
field B0 .
IV. M ICROWAVE -O PTICAL D OUBLE R ESONANCES —P UMP
L IGHT D ETECTION
Microwave-ODR measurements were performed by monitoring the absorption of the pump laser beam as a function of
the microwave signal frequency. The flip mirror in Fig. 1(F)
was used to deflect the σ + circularly polarized pump laser
beam toward the dc-PD photodetector. The output of the
photodetector was sent to a digital lock-in amplifier (Stanford Research Systems, SRS-830 [45], time constant 10 ms,
and sensitivity 5 mV). The static magnetic field was set
to ∼3.7 μT. The signal generator delivered −13.0(1.0)-dBm
microwave power to the loop antenna. The microwave signal
was frequency- modulated (FM) at 500-Hz rate with a modulation depth of 2 kHz with the carrier frequency scanned in 2 s
over 40-kHz frequency span. The FM signal was also used
as a reference for the lock-in amplifier. Measurements were
performed at two values of the carrier frequency: 6.834970
and 6.834814 GHz. For the first frequency value, the magnetic
field was oriented along the pump beam direction, while for
the second frequency value, it was against the pump beam
direction. The measured lock-in output as a function of the
microwave carrier frequency is shown in Fig. 2.
The higher frequency resonance corresponds to the
|2, 2 −→ |1, 1 microwave transition, which has a higher
frequency for B0 > 0. The σ + circularly polarized pump
laser prepares the atoms in the |2, 2 stretched state, leading to
reduced pump beam absorption. The microwave field transfers
atoms to the |1, 1 stretched state, leading to increased pump
beam absorption. The lower frequency resonance corresponds
to the |2, −2 −→ |1, −1 microwave transition, as changing
the orientation of B0 leads to optical pumping in the opposite
|2, −2 stretched state.
The difference between the resonant frequencies allows us
to determine the magnetic field magnitude B0 = 3.7 μT.

Fig. 3.
Signal amplitude (red circles) and full-width at half-maximum
(blue triangles) of the ODR resonance as a function of the microwave signal
power delivered to the antenna loop. Inset: examples of ODR resonance
measurement as a function of the microwave frequency detuning at the
maximum power of 22.7(1.0) dBm using phase detection of the transmitted
pump light (left scale) or polarimeter detection of the probe light (right scale).
Star symbol: directly detected microwave signal at Pmin = −40.7(1.0) dBm
(see Section V).

The ODR resonance was measured as a function of microwave
power delivered to the loop antenna. Again, a frequency span
of 40 kHz in a 2-s time interval was used. The microwave
signal was FM modulated at 400 Hz with 500-Hz modulation depth. The pump beam, detected with the dc-PD,
was sent to the lock-in amplifier (10-ms time constant).
The microwave power was changed between −25.6(1.0) and
+22.7(1.0) dBm using a combination of attenuators as well
as a microwave amplifier (Minicircuits ZRON-8G+ [45]). The
microwave power was calibrated using a power meter (Agilent
E4419B [45]). The signal amplitude and linewidth ν (fullwidth at half-maximum) as a function of the microwave power
delivered to the microwave antenna loop were determined by
the analysis of the recorded resonance spectra (see Fig. 2). The
spectra were analyzed using a Lorentzian profile derivative
as a fit function with offset, center frequency, amplitude, and
linewidth ν used as fit parameters. The results are shown
in Fig. 3.
The inset in Fig. 3 (left scale) shows the ODR resonance at
maximum microwave power measured using phase detection
of the transmitted pump laser power with the probe beam
blocked before the vapor cell. The resonance shows 40% contrast or transmission change between on- and off-resonance.
Fig. 3 (right scale) shows the ODR resonance using balanced
polarimeter detection. For this measurement, the pump beam
is blocked in front of the balanced photodetector with an
interference filter. As noted earlier, when the microwave
field frequency is off-resonance, the average polarization rotation angle is determined by atoms pumped mostly into the
stretched |2, +2 state. On resonance, a significant portion
of the atoms are in a superposition of the two |2, +2 and
|1, +1 stretched states, changing the average polarization
rotation angle and resulting in a resonance in the polarimeter
output.
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TABLE I
M ICROWAVE S ENSOR S ENSITIVITY PARAMETERS E STIMATED U SING S EC TION VII-C–VII-E. C OLUMN 2: M AGNETIC F IELD C OMPONENT S EN SITIVITY. C OLUMN 3: E LECTRIC F IELD C OMPONENT S ENSITIVITY.
C OLUMN 4: N OISE F LOOR P OWER S PECTRUM D ENSITY (PSD).
C OLUMN 5: M ICROWAVE P HOTON F LUX

Fig. 4. Spectrum of the directly detected microwave signal as a function of
the detuning of the microwave signal from 6.83497 GHz. (a) Pump and probe
light ON. (b) Pump light OFF and probe light ON. (c) Microwave signal OFF.
Note: both the optically detected signal and the microwave field signal are
measured in dBm units and should not be confused.

V. M ICROWAVE -O PTICAL D OUBLE R ESONANCES —P ROBE
L IGHT D ETECTION
As a second demonstration, the flip mirror was removed,
and the probe beam was turned on. The microwave signal sent
to the antenna loop had a fixed frequency of 6.834970 GHz
and Pmin = −40.7(1.0) dBm power. The output of the
μw-PD photodetector was measured with the spectrum analyzer in 100-Hz frequency span and resolution bandwidth
of 1 Hz. Three signals were measured: with both pump and
probe beams present, with the pump beam blocked before
the vapor cell, and with no light on the μw-PD. The results
are shown in Fig. 4. The microwave power used for this
measurement is also indicated with a star symbol in Fig. 3.
The measurements show that direct optical microwave
detection has a higher sensitivity than the ODR method. Also,
the microwave signal is detected directly and its phase is
determined by the phase of the generated microwave field,
as can be inferred by the instrument resolution-limited signal
shown in Fig. 4. This is an important difference to the ODR
detection technique. The phase relation between the generated
microwave signal and the optically detected one was also
demonstrated by heterodyne detection. The optically detected
microwave signal at 6.834970 GHz was mixed with that of
a stable 6.834971-GHz reference signal phase locked to the
signal generator feeding the loop antenna. The microwave
mixer output showed a beat-note signal at 1 kHz, having a
phase related to the phase of the signal generator.
The measured signal-to-noise ratio SNR ∼ 1 μV/
13 nV = 77, after removing the 0.74-μV signal picked up
directly by the photodetector when the pump light is OFF
[trace Fig. 4(b)], is significantly higher than the one for the
microwave-ODR data seen in Fig. 2 that was measured at
28(1.4)-dB higher microwave power.
The value of the magnetic field component in the vapor
cell can only be determined indirectly, as the microwave

power distribution of the antenna loop field is not simulated.
Appendices VII-C–VII-E discuss various ways to estimate
the magnetic field sensitivities that are given in Table I.
The results in Table I show that it is possible to reach a
conservative limit of the sensitivity of 1.2(1.0) pT/Hz1/2 or
3.7(3.1) μV/cm/Hz1/2 in 33-mm3 active volume. The sensitivity uncertainty is determined by the range of values given
in Table I, columns 2 and 3. This limit is similar to the
best achieved sensitivity of 3 μV/cm/Hz1/2 using Rydberg
atoms [46] in a 3000-mm3 volume cell. The sensitivity limit
corresponds to a Rabi frequency of ∼0.05 rad/s.
The flux of microwave photons required to reach the
measured sensor sensitivity is above 108 /s [see Table I (last
column)]. The relatively high photon flux required to reach the
sensor noise floor is a result of the limited sensor bandwidth
ν and the fact that the sensor is averaging the detected field.
The sensor will detect a signal with SNR = 1 only after being
exposed to the continuous flux of microwave photons for a
time corresponding to 1/ν. To detect a microwave signal
pulse above the sensor’s noise floor, the pulse area given by
the product of its Rabi frequency  R,μw (B) and duration τ
must obey
 R,μw (B)τ >  R,μw (Bsens )/ν

(1)

where Bsens is the sensor’s sensitivity given in Table I.
VI. D ISCUSSION
While the operation configuration of the microwave sensor
shown in Fig. 1(C) is different from that of the generic
RF atomic magnetometer shown in Fig. 1(B), a comparison between the two is useful with respect to the achievable sensitivity limits for the low-level microwave detection.
As shown in Section VII-A, the microwave
transition Rabi
√
frequency  R,μw is a factor of 3 higher than the corresponding Zeeman transition Rabi frequency  R,Z that is
relevant to the RF magnetometer. An RF magnetometer using
a vapor cell with a similar volume of 27 mm3 demonstrated
a magnetic resonance linewidth of 1 kHz and a noise floor
of 0.16(1) pT/Hz1/2 [47]. Assuming similar pump and probe
intensities and detection efficiency, the expected microwave
field noise floor of the
√ microwave sensor used in this paper
would be ∼ 0.16(1)/ 3 pT/Hz1/2 = 0.09(5) pT/Hz1/2, corresponding to 0.28(0.2) μV/cm/Hz1/2, below the estimations
shown in Table I.
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The best demonstrated RF magnetometer sensitivity is
∼1 fT/Hz1/2 in a cubic centimeter [22]. Assuming the
same performance could be reached for microwave sensors,
this would correspond to an electric field sensitivity of
6 nV/cm/Hz1/2 or to direct detection of a traveling-wave
microwave power of −163 dBm propagating through 1-cm2
cross section of the 1-cm3 active volume. Achieving such performance will depend on the uniformity and noise properties of
the optical fields and the bias magnetic field that influence the
parametric conversion process, as well the detection efficiency
and noise.
It is important to point out that this paper explores a
parametric process that leads to microwave-to-optical transduction on a one-to-one basis [35]. Also, the employed
separation of the pump and probe processes allows their independent optimization. The sensor is based on two experimental
techniques—optical pumping into a stretched atomic state
and detection of an off-resonant probe beam—that have been
successfully used in room-temperature experiments to suppress
the spin-exchange rate [48], to store light and create singlephoton memory [49], [50], to improve the sensitivity of an
RF magnetometer using entanglement [51], and to entangle a
record number of atoms [52].
VII. E STIMATION OF M ICROWAVE F IELD
A MPLITUDE AT THE S ENSOR P OSITION
A. Zeeman Versus Microwave Transitions
In this section, the transition matrix elements and frequency separation between atomic states involved in RF
and microwave-frequency detection are given. The interaction
Hamiltonian due to the ac magnetic field signal is

μ B Bk (t)(g I Ik + g J Jk )
(2)
H B (t) =
k=x,y,z

where μ B is the Bohr magneton and I and J are the total
nuclear angular momentum and the total electron angular
momentum operators.
Atomic transitions that cause a change of the total angular
momentum projection m F = ±1 are due to ac signals with
magnetic component orthogonal to the quantization axis.
A linearly polarized field with magnetic component
 = Bx (t) is considered. For the case of Fig. 1(B), the relB(t)
evant transition in 87 Rb is |2, 2 −→ |2, 1, while for the case
of Fig. 1(C), the transition is |2, 2 −→ |1, 1. The angular
and Rabi frequencies of the corresponding transitions are
(3g J + g I )μ B
B0
ω2,2 − ω1,1 = ωHFS +
4h̄
(g J + 3g I )μ B
B0
ω2,2 − ω2,1 =
4h̄
√
3
(g J − g I )μ B Bx (t)
 R,μw =
8h̄
1
(g J + 3g I )μ B Bx (t)
 R,Z =
(3)
8h̄
where g J and g I are the Landé factor and the nuclear
g-factor [53], ν0 = 6.835 GHz, and B0 is the static bias
magnetic field value. Since g I ≈ 10−3√
g J , it can be neglected,
resulting in a matrix element ratio of 3.

B. Poynting Vector and Microwave Photon Flux
The average energy density u B of an electromagnetic field
with a magnetic field component B in vacuum is
uB =

1 2 1
B = S
2μ0
c

(4)

where μ0 is the magnetic constant, S is the time-averaged
amplitude of the directional energy flux (the Poynting vector)
of an electromagnetic field in vacuum, and c is the speed
of light. An energy density equivalent to a single microwave
photon of frequency ν0 = 6.835 GHz in the vapor cell volume
of 33 mm3 corresponds to 19-pT microwave field magnetic
component.
The magnetic component of a directional energy flux of
microwave photons arriving at a rate of ṅ across the area A is


2μ0
2μ0 2π h̄ν0 ṅ
S =
.
(5)
B=
c
c
A
C. Estimation of the Detected Magnetic Component
Amplitude—Loop Antenna
The magnetic field component of the microwave field
reaching the vapor cell can be estimated considering nearfield regime. The microwave antenna loop has a radius of
r ∼ 1.5 mm and is placed d = 16(1) mm away from
the vapor cell. The near-field regime estimation is justified
because both these dimensions are smaller than the 43-mm
wavelength of the 6.8-GHz microwave signal. The directly
detected microwave signal shown in Fig. 4 was obtained with
microwave power Pmin = −40.7(1.0) dBm delivered to the
microwave antenna by the R = 50  output impedance signal
generator that generated an ac current i = (Pmin /R)1/2 in the
loop. The magnetic field caused by this current at a distance
d from the loop along the loop axis is
√
μ0r 2 Pmin /R
Bmin =
(6)
2(d 2 + r 2 )3/2
resulting in a magnetic field amplitude of 14 pT, measured with
SNR ∼ 77. The estimated measurement sensitivity and other
relevant parameters are given in the second row of Table I.
D. Estimation of the Detected Magnetic Component
Amplitude—Tipping Angle
The two |2, 2 and |1, 1 stretched atomic states can be
represented as the two poles of the Bloch sphere. The optical
pumping process prepares the atomic system in the initial
|2, 2 state, with the Bloch vector aligned with the vertical
axis. The microwave interaction rotates the Bloch vector away
from the axis. The tipping angle related to the microwave
interaction is estimated in the following. The Rabi frequency
of the interaction is determined by the magnetic component
of the microwave field and the corresponding Rabi frequency
given by (3).
From the ODR measurements shown in Fig. 3, the resonance linewidth at zero microwave power is ν = 2.9(1) kHz,
limited by the decoherence time T2 = 1/ν. It is assumed that
the tipping angle θπ/2 =  R × T2 = π/2 corresponding to the
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maximum signal sensitivity is determined by T2 . An estimation
for the magnetic component of the microwave field can thus
be obtained from the expression
Bπ/2 = √

4π h̄ν
3(g J − g I )μ B

.

(7)

E. Estimation of the Detected Magnetic Component
Amplitude—Resonance Broadening
The amplitude of the magnetic component of the microwave
field at maximum ODR signal can be estimated from the
observed ODR resonance broadening. A simple Bloch picture
model predicts a broadened linewidth ν


2
1
(3g J + g I )μ B
T2 B
ν =
1+
T2
8h̄

2

(3g J + g I )μ B
B .
= ν 2 +
(8)
8h̄
Using the resonance’s magnetic field sensitivity given by 3,
a low-power resonance linewidth limit ν = 2.9(1) kHz,
and a power-broadened linewidth of ν = 6.36(1) kHz at
Pπ/2 = 22.7(1.0) dBm microwave power, the resonance
broadening expression can be used to estimate the magneticcomponent amplitude of the microwave field
√
8h̄ ν 2 − ν 2
B =
(9)
(3g J + g I )μ B
resulting in B = 85.7 nT. The optically detected microwave
signal shown in Fig. 4 was measured at a microwave power
Pmin = −40.7(1.0) dBm, resulting in a detected magnetic
component of 58 pT, measured with SNR ∼ 77. The estimated
measurement sensitivity and other relevant parameters are
given in the fourth row of Table I.
F. Magnetic Component Amplitude of the Room-Temperature
Thermal Background Radiation at 6.835 GHz
The total thermal electromagnetic energy density at absolute
temperature T in a frequency interval ν, ν + dν according to
Planck’s law of thermal radiation is
2π h̄ν
8πν 2
dν.
3
2π
h̄ν/
kB T − 1
c e

atomic system within the ν spectral range can be assumed
constant. The resulting electromagnetic energy density is
16π 2 h̄ν03
ν
.
(11)
3
2π
h̄ν
0/ kB T − 1
c
e
Using 4, the corresponding average magnetic component of
the thermal radiation in a frequency interval ν centered at
ν0 is

32π 2 μ0 h̄ν03 ν
.
(12)
BT =
3
c (e2π h̄ν0 / k B T − 1)
uT =

Equation (7) results in a magnetic component magnitude
of Bπ/2 = 119 nT. The maximum signal amplitude
(at tipping angle θπ/2 ) was detected at a microwave power
Pπ/2 = +22.7(1.0) dBm. The optically detected microwave
signal shown in Fig. 4 was measured at a microwave power
Pmin = −40.7(1.0) dBm, resulting in a corresponding
magnetic component amplitude of 81 pT, measured with
SNR ∼ 77. The estimated measurement sensitivity and other
relevant parameters are given in the third row of Table I.

ρ(ν)dν =

3491

(10)

The atomic system is sensitive in a narrow spectral range
ν = 2.9 kHz in the vicinity of ν0 = 6.8 GHz. Over this
range, the variation of the exponent in the expression above
can be ignored. For simplicity, the frequency response of the

This value corresponds to BT = 36 fT at room temperature
(T = 300 K) in a ν = 2.9 kHz bandwidth and to 0.67 fT
in 1-Hz bandwidth.
The thermal radiation background at room temperature
in 1-Hz bandwidth in the vapor cell volume corresponds to
1.3 × 10−9 photons. For comparison, the Nyquist–Johnson
noise in 1-Hz bandwidth in a room-temperature conductor is
k B T /2π h̄ν0 = 915 photons, with k B Boltzmann’s constant.
The difference in the photon numbers shows the advantage of
detecting microwave signals in three dimensions.
VIII. C ONCLUSION
The results of this paper show that it is possible to directly
detect the magnetic component amplitude of weak microwave
signals in the gigahertz range using a simple setup based
on a buffer-gas vapor cell. The amplitude detection allows
access to the phase of the microwave field and the use of
phase demodulation schemes at the microwave frequency. The
demonstrated sensitivity is below 1.2(1.0) pT/Hz1/2 (magnetic field component) or 3.7(3.1) μV/cm/Hz1/2 (electric field
component). The detected microwave frequency is in the
vicinity of 6.835 GHz, but is tunable at 21-kHz/μT rate by
changing the value of the static magnetic field B0 . At the same
time, the frequency tunability range will be limited by the
inhomogeneity and noise of the bias magnetic field that would
lead to a resonance broadening even before the Paschen–Back
regime is reached. The results obtained using a 87 Rb buffer
gas vapor cell of 33-mm3 internal volume are similar to the
sensitivity limit achieved with Rydberg atoms-based sensors.
A further increase of sensitivity is expected using optimized
vapor cell parameters, spectroscopy parameters, and optical
detection.
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